
While the headlight market is definitely trending
toward cordless models, there are still advantages
that can only be realized from a corded version. Yes,
the cable running from your LED headlight down your
back and connecting to the battery pack attached to
your belt can be nuisance for sure. And clipping a
cord to your back can sometimes restrict your lateral
or twisting movement.

But corded models are easier to activate/deactivate,
weigh less (headlight itself), provide a higher level of
illumination, and have longer battery runtime. With
this in mind, Designs for Vision (DVI) has introduced
its new corded headlight with a number of nifty fea-
tures, the most innovative of which is called High
Definition Imaging or HDi for short. 

According to DVI, HDi presumably utilizes advanced
photonic design to create a more uniform distribution
of light which, in turn, produces more illumination.
More on this later. 

Besides HDi, the control/power pack, which of course
also contains the lithium ion battery, has its own
niceties. In the first place, its weight (with the holster
and belt clip) is only 3.2oz/90.7g or just 2.5oz/70.9g
by itself. This is lighter than any other control/power
pack we have tested. The holster snaps easily onto
the control pack. The back of the holster has a circu-
lar projection that slides into a channel on the front of
the belt clip and locks the control pack securely. The
belt clip, attaches via a spring-loaded mechanism
and includes a quick release button at the top.
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PRICES
$1,195.00
(with 2 batteries)
$995.00
(with 1 battery)

WARRANTY
4 years for headlight
2 years for power pack
1 year for power supply
and cables
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Second, it is stated to provide up to 10 hours of run-
time, which in most cases, means you would not have
to change out the control pack at all during a typical
day of treating patients. However, we found using it
on high power, it ran for 5 hours, which is still very
impressive for such a small unit. On low power, it
would probably run longer, maybe even approaching
the 10 hours claimed by DVI, but if you purchase the
system with two power packs, which we feel is a good
idea regardless, replacing a dead one with a fully
charged pack can be done quickly and easily. 

From a design standpoint, the control pack has a cylin-
der profile with the back side flat so it fits securely in
the black plastic holster. On the front curved surface
close to the top end is the power button, which is eas-
ily located and illuminated when activated. Speaking of
activation, push it once and high power comes alive. A
second tap reveals low power. And a third push turns
the light off. Nothing fancy, but very functional.

The top end has the conventional USB port for the
cable running to the headlight and the mini-USB port
for the charger. There is also the battery status light,
which starts out green on the full charge, then gradu-
ally turns yellow, intensifying into orange during use,
and finally red when the battery is out of juice. 

The headlight is supposed to flash three times when
there is about 10 minutes of power remaining. This
signal is stated to repeat at 5 minutes of remaining
power, while we found this signal came at about 4
minutes before it goes dark. When you have only 30
seconds of power remaining, the headlight flashes
continuously along with the flashing red indicator
light on the control pack. There is no way you can
ignore the flashing headlight, which gives you more
than adequate time to switch power packs.

The blue-clad cable from the control pack is very
lightweight, only 2.6mm in diameter, and about
4.2ft/1.3m. One end, as noted previously, has a con-
ventional USB connector that inserts into the control
pack, while the other end has a mini-USB connector
plugging into the headlight.

The headlight itself weighs about 0.6oz/16.0g (with
light filter) and measures 20.6mm in diameter. These
parameters are on par with other similar products.

The high power setting is stated to emit 60,000 lux,
whereas we found it to be 43,000 lux. The low power
is stated to emit 34,000 lux, whereas we found it to
be 24,300 lux. Our power readings typically are lower
than those from manufacturers since we use differ-
ent parameters for our tests. Nevertheless, these
two power levels should satisfy the illumination
needs of most operators. As a matter of fact, the
high power is higher than any other small headlight
we have ever tested.

The charger port is a simple square that plugs into a
wall socket and has the USB port in the middle of the
front surface. Again, nothing extraordinary, but func-
tions in a utilitarian manner. We found recharging
time for a spent battery to be about 5 hours, but you
will probably be charging it overnight. 

So what about the HDi feature? The shape of the
beam is still square, but unlike most LED headlights
that have diffuse borders, HDi technology produces a
more distinct, focused beam. From a clinical perspec-
tive, the more uniform beam should provide more
effective illumination, but our full evaluation will have
to verify that premise.
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The light beam itself is still quite white and is stated
to be 5800° K, which makes it reasonably color cor-
rected. The curing filter is similar to that used for
other DVI headlights, rotating over the aperture via a
single pivot point. The size of the spot at
14.0in/35.6cm is about 2.6in/6.7cm, which is similar
to other small headlights. 

The directions are in a small, plain paper booklet with
numerous color photos. Information is reasonably
straightforward and easy to understand. 

The DayLite LED Micro is a strong entry in this cate-
gory. It has exemplary power, simple controls, enough
battery power to get you through most mornings or

afternoons even on high power, and of course, more
uniform illumination than other headlights. If you
don’t need more than two power levels, it could be the
best of the corded bunch right now.
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TOTALLY WIRELESS HEADLIGHT -  
no wires, no battery pack

MODULAR DESIGN - uncoupled from a 
specific pair of loupes. Can be worn on 
your choice of eyewear. 

WEIGHS 1 oz.

27,000 LUX INTENSITY

NOW AVAILABLE WITH  
HDi technology

READ THE REVIEW: 

LED DayLite® WireLess Mini with HDi
review of the addition of the NEW HDi technology

NEW HIGH DEFINITION IMAGING – HDi  
Advanced photonic design perfectly images LED  
for uniform light distribution with 45% more light

with HDiwithout HDi

                         introduces  

DesignsForVision.com/Reality/2017WLminiHDi.pdf
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For WireLess with HDi:

https://www.designsforvision.com/Reality/2017WLminiHDi.pdf
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